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ABSTRACT
The race condition checker rccjava statically identiﬁes potential races in concurrent Java programs. This paper describes improvements to rccjava that enable it to be used
on large, realistic programs. These improvements include
not only extensions to the underlying analysis, but also an
annotation inference algorithm and a user interface to help
programmers understand warnings generated by the tool.
Experience with programs containing up to 500,000 lines of
code indicate that it is an eﬀective tool for identifying races
in large-scale software systems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A race condition occurs when two threads manipulate a
shared data structure simultaneously, without synchronization. Race conditions are common errors in multi-threaded
programs, and since they are timing-dependent, they are
notoriously hard to catch using testing.
In a previous paper [10], we described rccjava, a static
analysis tool that has successfully caught race conditions in
a variety of small to medium-sized Java programs. This paper describes our work and experience in scaling rccjava
to signiﬁcantly larger programs. In particular, we address
improvements to rccjava in the following three areas:
Annotation inference: rccjava is an annotation based
tool, relying on the programmer to supply annotations that
describe the locking discipline, such as which lock protects
a particular ﬁeld. In practice, this limitation has restricted
the application of rccjava to small to medium-sized (about
20 KLOC) programs for which the task of writing annotations is tolerable. To achieve practical analysis of large
programs, we developed an annotation inference system for
rccjava based on the Houdini framework [11].
Reducing spurious warnings: Since statically detecting
race conditions is undecidable in general, rccjava is incomplete by design and may produce false alarms for certain
programming idioms. To keep the number of false alarms
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manageable when analyzing larger programs, we have extended rccjava to accurately reason about additional programming idioms that often occurred in larger programs.
User interface: The task of processing and understanding
rccjava’s output is a labor-intensive process, particularly
for large programs with many potential race conditions. To
assist in this process, we have developed a simple but eﬀective user interface that describes the potential races. It also
clusters race conditions together according to their probable
cause so that related race conditions can be dealt with as
a single unit. In addition, the user interface describes the
analysis performed by the annotation inference system in
such a way that the programmer can easily understand the
cause of warnings.
The combination of these improvements have allowed us
to successfully analyze programs containing up to half a million lines of code.
The presentation of our results proceeds as follows. Section 2 starts with a review of rccjava. Section 3 introduces
Houdini/rcc, our annotation inference system for rccjava,
and Section 4 describes extensions to the system necessary
for handling large programs. Section 5 describes the user
interface. Section 6 describes our experience using Houdini/rcc to catch race conditions in several large test programs. Section 7 describes related work, and we conclude
in Section 8.

2. THE RACE CONDITION CHECKER
This section reviews rccjava. As described in an earlier
paper [10], rccjava is an extension of Java’s type checker
that identiﬁes race conditions in multi-threaded Java programs. It supports the lock-based synchronization discipline [?], which is the dominant synchronization discipline
in Java programs.
The rccjava checker relies on some additional type annotations providing information about the locking discipline,
such as which lock guards a particular ﬁeld. It checks that
these annotations are respected by the program and are sufﬁcient to ensure the absence of race conditions.
To illustrate this technique, consider the simple bank account class shown in Figure 1. This class contains a small
number of rccjava type annotations. The annotation guarded by
lock on the ﬁeld balance indicates that the lock lock must
be held whenever balance is accessed or assigned. Similarly, the annotation requires lock on the method update
indicates that lock must also be held whenever update is
invoked.

class Account {
final Object lock = new Object();
/*# guarded_by lock */
int balance = 0;
/*# requires lock */
void update(int n) { balance = n; }
void deposit(int x) {
synchronized(lock) {
update(balance + x);
}
}
}
Figure 1: An annotated Account class.
Thus, using rccjava to check the code fragment:
Account a = new Account();
a.balance = 100;
a.update(100);
would yield warnings that lock is not held either on the
assignment to balance or on the invocation of update.
On the other hand, the following (correctly synchronized)
code is accepted by rccjava:
Account a = new Account();
synchronized(a.lock) {
a.balance = 100;
a.update(100);
}
In general, lock names may be any constant values, such as
this, any ﬁnal variable, or any ﬁnal ﬁeld of a constant reference. To check that these annotations are respected by the
program, rccjava computes a conservative approximation
of the locks held at each program point and veriﬁes that the
necessary locks are held on ﬁeld accesses and method calls.
Multi-threaded programs often contain a signiﬁcant amount
of data local to individual threads. For example, consider
a Web server that contains a number of worker threads to
handle http requests. Each of the worker threads may create and use data structures that are not shared among the
other threads, and hence do not synchronization.
To handle this situation, rccjava allows a class to be annotated as thread local; such a class does not require locks
guarding its ﬁelds. All potentially shared ﬁelds (including
static ﬁelds and instance ﬁelds of objects that are not local
to a single thread) must be annotated with a guarding lock.
Although rccjava supports a number of additional features, such as classes parameterized by locks, this paper focuses primarily on guarded by, requires, and thread local
annotations. For more details, we refer the interested reader
to an earlier paper [10].

3.

ANNOTATION INFERENCE

The rccjava checker has proven capable of detecting race
conditions in a variety of programs. Unfortunately, before
using rccjava to detect these race conditions in a program,
it is necessary to ﬁrst add appropriate rccjava type anno-

tations to that program. Our experience to date indicates
that a programmer can annotate an existing, unannotated
program at the rate of 1000 lines per hour. While this annotation overhead is tolerable for small to medium-sized programs, it becomes quite costly for larger programs.
To make rccjava a more cost-eﬀective tool for catching
race conditions in large programs, we have developed an annotation assistant that infers suitable rccjava annotations
for an unannotated program. This annotation assistant,
called Houdini/rcc, is based on the Houdini annotation inference architecture [11]. Houdini/rcc infers annotations
using the following algorithm.
generate candidate annotation set;
repeat
invoke rccjava to refute annotations;
remove the refuted annotations
until quiescence
The simplicity of this algorithm is due to its reuse of rccjava
to reason about the correctness of particular annotations.
The ﬁrst step in the algorithm is to generate a ﬁnite set
of candidates annotations. Each candidate annotation is a
conjectured property of the locking discipline used by the
program. For each class, the candidate annotation set includes an annotation thread local conjecturing that all
instances of that class are local to a particular thread.
In addition, Houdini/rcc conjectures that each non-ﬁnal
ﬁeld is guarded by a number of diﬀerent candidate locks.
The candidate locks include this and any ﬁnal ﬁeld declared
in the same class or a superclass. Similarly, for each routine,
Houdini/rcc conjectures that each of these candidate locks
must be held on entry to that routine. Houdini/rcc does not
conjecture requires clauses for methods that are called by the
Java run-time systems without any locks being held: such
methods include main(), the entry point of the program,
and run(), the entry point of a particular thread.
Many candidate annotations will of course be incorrect.
To identify incorrect annotations, the Houdini algorithm invokes rccjava on the annotated program. Like any invocation of rccjava, this invocation produces warnings about
violations of the given annotations. Houdini/rcc interprets
such warnings as identifying incorrect annotation guesses in
the candidate set. In this sense, each invocation of rccjava
has the eﬀect of refuting some number of candidate annotations, and these annotations are then removed from the
program.
Since removing one annotation may cause other annotations to become invalid, this check-and-refute cycle iterates
until a ﬁxed point is reached. At that point, all incorrect
annotations have been removed from the program. The set
of remaining annotations is a correct subset of the candidate
set, and is in fact, the unique maximal such set [11].
We illustrate this annotation inference process for a small
example program that includes the Account class from Figure 1. This program, together with the candidate annotations conjectured by Houdini/rcc, is shown in Figure 2. The
new class Add100 is a subclass of Thread. As such, invoking
the start method of an Add100 object causes the object’s run
method to be executed in the object’s thread. Therefore,
the Add100.main method spawns two new threads, both of
which will add 100 to the balance of an Account object.
On the ﬁrst iteration of the Houdini/rcc loop, the call to
rccjava refutes three annotations. The annotation thread local
on the class Add100 is refuted since each instance of this class

is also an instance of its superclass java.lang.Thread. Any
object of this class can be accessed by two threads: both itself and the parent thread that started it. The run method
of Add100 is called by the Java run-time system without any
locks being held, and hence rccjava also refutes the two
requires annotations on this method.
On the next iteration of the Houdini/rcc loop, rccjava
sees that the run method calls deposit without any locks
being held, and hence refutes the two requires annotations
on deposit. In addition, rccjava sees that the (now threadshared) class Add100 contains a reference to Account, and
rccjava refutes the annotation thread local on Account.
On the third iteration, rccjava refutes the annotation
requires this on update, and on the fourth and ﬁnal iteration, rccjava refutes the annotation guarded by this
on the ﬁeld balance. The remaining annotations are all
correct.
Once quiescence is reached, the rccjava checker is invoked
last time on the now-annotated program to determine the set
of warnings to be reported to the user. In the example, the
ﬁnal run produces no warnings, indicating that the program
is indeed free of race conditions.
If, on the other hand, there were a race condition on a
particular ﬁeld, Houdini/rcc would refute all of the conjectured guarding locks. Thus, the ﬁnal run of rccjava would
produce a warning is that there is no lock guarding that
ﬁeld.

4.

/*# thread_local */
class Account {
final Object lock = new Object();
/*# guarded_by lock */
/*# guarded_by this */
int balance = 0;
/*# requires lock */
/*# requires this */
void update(int n) { balance = n; }
/*# requires lock */
/*# requires this */
void deposit(int x) {
synchronized(lock) {
update(balance + x);
}
}
}
/*# thread_local */
class Add100 extends java.lang.Thread {
final Account a;
Add100(Account a) { this.a = a; }
/*# requires this */
/*# requires a */
public void run() { a.deposit(100); }

REDUCING FALSE ALARMS

While the basic Houdini/rcc algorithm can detect races
in unannotated programs, experience has shown that it produces many false alarms. This section describes four extensions to rccjava and Houdini/rcc that help eliminate false
alarms. We refer to each extension by the ﬂag which conﬁgures Houdini/rcc to use that extension.
no override: As mentioned in our previous work, rccjava
produces a warning when a thread-local class overrides a
method from a thread-shared superclass [10]. This warning is generated because of the potential to cast an object of the thread-local subclass to the superclass’s type,
allowing the object to be passed to multiple threads. These
threads may then simultaneously access unguarded data in
the thread-local portion of the object through the overridden method. Our experience has shown that, while many
such overrides exist in large programs, they are typically
not sources of races. The no override option stops warnings due to method overrides from being reported. Clearly,
this is an unsound extension, but it eliminates a signiﬁcant
number of false alarms.
cons lock: A shared object is typically initialized in the
object’s constructor without acquiring any locks. This initialization pattern is sound provided that no references to
the object being initialized escape from the creating thread
until after the constructor exits. To allow such code to be
checked without producing warnings, the cons lock makes
Houdini/rcc assume the lock this is held inside constructors. As in the previous case, this assumption eliminates
many false alarms and is not considered to be a signiﬁcant
source of unsoundness.
read only: Constant ﬁelds can be read safely by multiple
threads without synchronization. Ideally, such ﬁelds would

static public void main(String st[]) {
Account a = new Account();
(new Add100(a)).start();
(new Add100(a)).start();
}
}
Figure 2: The Houdini/rcc candidate annotations for
Account. The shaded annotations are refuted by the
Houdini/rcc algorithm.

be declared as final, in which case rccjava would not warn
about unsynchronized accesses. However, our experiments
with Houdini/rcc indicated that a large number of shared
constant ﬁelds are not declared as final.
To avoid false alarms in these cases, we extended rccjava
to allow a ﬁeld to be annotated with the annotation readonly
. This annotation behaves much like Java’s final annotation; in particular, a readonly ﬁeld does not require a
protecting lock. We modiﬁed Houdini/rcc to infer readonly annotations for constant ﬁelds that were inadvertently
not declared final.
As an added beneﬁt, since readonly reference ﬁelds are
constant values, they can be included in the set of candidate
locks for a class, thus increasing the set of candidate annotations conjectured by Houdini.
main lock: Since static ﬁelds are accessible by all threads,
rccjava requires that every static ﬁeld is protected by a
lock. However, a number of the programs we examined exhibited a common pattern whereby a static ﬁeld would be

class BadAccount {
final Object lock = new Object();
int balance = 0;

deposit is missing, meaning that there is a potential race
on ﬁeld balance. Analyzing this program with Houdini/rcc
generates a warnings ﬁle containing the following warning:
BadAccount.java:7: field ’BadAccount.balance’
must be guarded in a thread shared class

void update(int n) { balance = n; }
void deposit(int x) {
update(balance + x);
}
}
class Add100 extends java.lang.Thread {
final BadAccount a;
Add100(BadAccount a) { this.a = a; }
public void run() { a.deposit(100); }
static public void main(String st[]) {
BadAccount a = new BadAccount();
(new Add100(a)).start();
(new Add100(a)).start();
}
}
Figure 3: A version of Account that contains a data
race on balance.
accessed exclusively by the main thread, without synchronization. To accommodate this programming pattern, we
extended rccjava with the notion of a main lock, that is, a
lock that is implicitly held by the main thread.
To infer annotations regarding the main lock, we extended
Houdini/rcc so that it guesses the annotation requires
MainLock for each method and the annotation guarded by
MainLock for each ﬁeld. The refutation loop of Houdini/rcc then determines which ﬁelds are accessed and which
methods are invoked only by the main thread. Thus, this
extension avoids producing false alarms on ﬁelds accessed
exclusively by the main thread.

5.

USER INTERFACE

We now turn our attention to how a programmer can identify defects using the feedback from Houdini/rcc. The Houdini/rcc interface, based on the interface of Houdini for
ESC/Java [12], generates the following output for an input
program:
• a collection of HTML pages containing the source code
view for each Java ﬁle analyzed. The source code view,
described below, contains information about both the
valid and invalid candidate annotations guessed by
Houdini/rcc.
• a root HTML page listing the warnings produced by
the ﬁnal call to rccjava. Each warning message contains a hyper-link to the source view of the code at the
location of the oﬀending program line.
To illustrate the process of funding errors with this tool,
consider BadAccount, a broken version of the Account class
shown in Figure 3. Note that the synchronization code from

Clicking on this warning would open up the source code
view for line 7 of the Account class (see Figure 4). The
source code view displays all of the candidate annotations
guessed by Houdini/rcc. A refuted annotation is grayed
out, whereas a valid annotation is darkened (in this case,
all annotations were refuted, but Figure 5, as described below, contains several valid annotations). Houdini/rcc also
inserts the warning messages into in the source code view.
In a situation like this, a programmer who intended the
ﬁeld balance to be guarded by the lock lock would want to
know why Houdini/rcc did not infer the annotation guarded by
lock for the ﬁeld balance. Identifying the cause of most
rccjava warnings often boils down to being able to answer
such a question. To aid in this process, the Houdini/rcc
interface makes each refuted annotation a hyper-link to the
line of the program that refuted it. The ﬁgure shows that
the set of candidate annotations for the ﬁeld balance does
in fact include a grayed-out annotation guarded by lock
. Clicking on this refuted annotation brings the user to an
access of ﬁeld balance where, as far as rccjava could tell,
the lock lock is not held (line 10 of the program).
This may lead the user to understand whether the warning is caused by a real race condition in the program or is
just a spurious warning, or this may just be one of a number
of similar steps required to identify the source of the problem. For example, if the programmer had intended that the
lock lock be held on entry to update, the link from the refuted annotation requires lock could be followed to line
15, where the required synchronization statement is missing. Surprisingly, our experience indicates that presenting
the refuted annotations and the causes thereof is the most
important aspect of the user interface.
Running Houdini/rcc on the correct version of Account
produces no warnings and the source code view shown in
Figure 5. This time the expected annotations were inferred
and appear in bold.

5.1 Clustering Warnings
During our experiments, we noticed several cases where
Houdini/rcc would incorrectly characterize a thread-local
class C as thread-shared, due to conservative approximations
introduced by the analysis. Unfortunately, in these cases,
Houdini/rcc subsequently characterizes as thread-shared all
classes reachable (transitively) from C and produces spurious warnings regarding race conditions on accesses to these
ﬁelds.
To reduce this problem, we extended the user interface
to group into a single cluster all of the warnings that were
caused, either directly or indirectly, by C being characterized
as thread-shared. The programmer can often deal with all
the warnings in a cluster as a single unit. For example, a
programmer who veriﬁes that C is actually thread-local can
easily ignore the entire cluster of warnings.

6. EVALUATION
We have evaluated Houdini/rcc on a number of test programs ranging in size from several thousand lines to a half

Program
Ambit
WebL
jbb2000
tlc
jigsaw
orange
red
Average

LOC
4,500
20,000
30,800
53,500
128,900
28,000
445,000

rccjava
13.6
11.8
18.8
11.0
21.1
17.7
16.6
15.5

Basic Houdini/rcc
37.3
12.2
4.9
14.7
13.6
33.3
9.0
15.3

Warnings per KLOC
+no override +cons lock
14.2
13.3
5.1
4.8
3.4
3.3
4.7
4.5
8.2
7.7
14.0
13.6
5.2
4.8
6.3
6.4

+read only
7.1
1.9
1.3
2.2
2.9
6.0
2.2
2.9

+main lock
7.1
1.9
0.6
1.0
2.9
3.6
2.2
2.6

Table 1: Number of warnings produced by rccjava and various versions of Houdini/rcc.
Program

LOC

Ambit
WebL
jbb2000
tlc
jigsaw
orange
red

4,500
20,000
30,800
53,500
128,900
28,000
445,000

Annotations per KLOC
Candidate
Valid
433
78
262
43
282
74
758
124
375
49
863
135
358
64

Time
(min)
4
9
9
31
62
74
286

Warnings
per KLOC Total
7.1
32
1.9
37
0.6
17
1.0
52
2.9
367
3.6
100
2.2
957

Number
Clusters
6
10
17
30
78
84
340

Races
(found/clusters examined)
0/6
6/10
0/17
4/30
0/30
1/84
5/70

Table 2: Statistics for Houdini/rcc with all modifications.
million lines of code. This section describes our experiences
with the following programs:
• Ambit: An interpreter for the Ambient calculus [6].
• WebL: An interpreter and run time for a scripting language for web applications [15].
• jbb2000: A Java SPEC benchmark modeling a server
application [19].
• tlc: A multi-threaded model checker for the TLA speciﬁcation language [26].
• jigsaw: A web server written in Java [25].
• orange and red: Internal Compaq systems.
Table 1 shows the results of running rccjava and various versions of Houdini/rcc on these programs. The table
shows the size of each unannotated program and the number of warnings reported by running rccjava on it. The
column labeled Basic Houdini/rcc corresponds to running
Houdini/rcc in its original form from Section 3. The four
remaining columns show the number of warnings reported
by Houdini/rcc with the four extensions described in Section 4. Note that the additions to Houdini/rcc are cumulative across the columns so that the +cons lock column
reﬂects Basic Houdini/rcc run with both the no override
and cons lock extensions. All of the columns are normalized to show the number of warnings reported per thousand
lines of code.
Excluding method override warnings reduced the number of warnings by roughly a factor of two across the test
programs. The read-only ﬁeld inference also decreased the
number of warnings by another factor of two. Although
the other two extensions were not as consistent in their effectiveness, there were some programs in which they also
signiﬁcantly reduced the number of warnings produced by
Houdini/rcc.
Table 2 shows more detailed statistics for running Houdini/rcc with all of the described extensions. From this

table, it is clear that Houdini/rcc is able to successfully infer a nontrivial number of annotations. In general, it guesses
roughly 350 candidate annotations per 1,000 lines of code,
with roughly 1/4 of these annotations being valid. Our system ran in time proportional to the size of the program,
processing approximately 2,000 lines per minute on a 667
MHz Alpha workstation.
In most examples, the clustering algorithm was successful at grouping related warnings. A representative situation of this appears in jigsaw. In that program, there is a
DebugThread class which gathers and prints statistics about
the program as it runs. This class accesses ﬁelds of a number of diﬀerent objects both directly and through multiple
levels of accessor methods without acquiring the necessary
locks for those ﬁelds. The clustering algorithm identiﬁed
the DebugThread as the common source of 92 such potential
races. All of these races were deemed benign because the
debugging code was intentionally designed to read the data
in this way.
The last column in Table 2 reﬂects how many non-benign
races we identiﬁed while studying the warnings reported by
Houdini/rcc. Since we have not examined every warning
or cluster for the larger example, this column shows both
the number of real races found and the number of warning
clusters examined. For example, six races were found in
WebL while examining all 10 clusters.

7. RELATED WORK
A number of tools have been developed for race detection.
Warlock [20] is a static race detection system for ANSI C
programs. It is similar to rccjava in that it requires annotations, but it does not infer them. The extended static
checker for Java (ESC/Java) is a tool for static detection
of software defects [16]. It supports multi-threaded programming via annotations similar to the guarded by and
requires annotations, but it may still permit race conditions on unguarded ﬁelds, since it does not verify that
unguarded ﬁelds only occur in thread-local classes. Other
static and dynamic approaches for race detection are discussed in an earlier paper [9].

Figure 4: Screen shot showing the Houdini/rcc user
interface for the broken BadAccount class. The overlayed arrows indicate where two of the hyper-links
are pointing.

The Houdini/rcc algorithm can be viewed as an abstract
interpretation [8], where the abstract state space is the power
set lattice over the candidate annotations and rccjava is
used to compute the abstract transition relation. Houdini/rcc may also be seen as a variant of predicate abstraction [13] in which each candidate annotation corresponds to
a predicate. The Houdini algorithm ﬁnds the largest conjunction of these predicates that holds in all reachable states.
The requires annotations used by rccjava are similar
to eﬀects [14, 17, 18], in that the locks held on entry to a
method constrain the eﬀects that it may produce. Thus, the
analysis performed by Houdini/rcc includes a basic form of
eﬀect reconstruction [22, 23, 2, 21], and the Houdini/rcc
interface provides an explanation of why certain eﬀects were
inferred.
Houdini/rcc infers thread-local annotations for classes
whose instances are never shared between threads. Other
work on this escape analysis problem [7, 4, 5, 24, 1] has primarily focused on optimizing synchronization operations. A
novelty of our work is that the Houdini/rcc interface provides an explanation of the reasoning performed by the analysis.

8.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The techniques described in this paper are intended to
make rccjava a practical tool for catching race conditions
in large, realistic programs. These techniques have focused
on reducing the annotation burden of running the checker by
automatically inferring annotations, reducing the number of
spurious warnings produced by the system, and reducing the
eﬀort required to understand the remaining warnings.

Figure 5: Screen shot showing the Houdini/rcc user
interface for the Account class.
We believe that these improvements are suﬃcient to make
rccjava a cost-eﬀective tool in a development setting. We
are currently working with the developers of some of the
programs we tested in an attempt to validate this hypothesis.
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